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Biblical Counseling class

Dr. Terry Mortenson – Answers in Genesis Seminar
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Associates for Biblical Research Seminar at FTS

ABR Seminar in session
Teaching mission in Tokyo, Japan

Dr. Manohar with Christology students in Tokyo, Japan
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Doctor of Theology students with FTS professors in Seoul, Korea

Dr. Manohar preaching at military chapel in Seoul, Korea
With FTS alumnus Rev. Dr. Sang Bok Kim

With FTS alumnus Rev. Dr. Wal Soo Ro

Dr. Kim and Dr. Manohar with Rev. & Mrs. Kim at Cheonan University, Seoul, Korea
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Biblical Counseling class at Myongji University, Seoul, Korea

Doctor of Theology students with Dr. Manohar in Seoul, Korea
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FTS Tour of Israel - 2011

Ashkelon, Israel (Canaanite Gate)
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FTS Egypt, Jordan, Israel 2011 Tour

FTS Egypt, Jordan, Israel 2011 Tour
Dr. Bryant Wood of ABR with M.Div. student, Rev. Reginald Drummond

Biblical Counseling class